Data Integration

Data is the intelligence of any organization, dispersed across multiple sources, formats, and technologies. Accessing it in unison has been almost impossible. NOT ANYMORE!

GT Software’s Data Integration Solution makes it easy to share large volumes of information. Disparate data from distributed platforms, various applications, the cloud, and even the -hard-to-access- mainframe, can now be easily incorporated into your Big Data Strategy, Business Solutions and Customer Applications.

Want to access all your business information together, in real-time?

Create a single source of data “truth”

GT Software’s Data Integration ensures that your business-critical, enterprise data works in conjunction with any applications and data across the enterprise, including data residing in third-party solutions, the cloud and the mainframe. And unlike a data warehouse, GT Software facilitates access to data from all sources. This allows you to standardize format, validate relationships between records and data elements, and create a single source of “truth” and information access that is always current!

Does your company rely on siloed, disparate, or incomplete information for strategic decisions?

Share corporate intelligence

Almost every department within any organization can benefit from better intelligence. GT Software’s Data Integration makes it easy to feed large volumes of data from across the enterprise into any other solution, like Business Intelligence or Big Data Analysis —even when it’s housed across several different platforms, including the notoriously -hard-to-access- mainframe.

Could your corporate performance improve with flexible access to more information?

Data where and when it’s needed

GT Software’s Data Integration Solution makes your data accessible via mobile, web, cloud, or in-house applications. Plus, you can integrate data from third-party applications, such as CRM, HRIS, or Marketing Automation systems, combining it into other areas of the business to improve performance. Or, easily create your own mobile applications that bring together the data you need to make your workforce instantly more productive and aligned.

Unify disparate business information and...

- Operations improve
- Corporate intelligence expands
- Intellectual capital is preserved
- Information flows faster
- IT expense is reduced
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OUR MISSION | Helping companies UNIFY business information.
No matter what your IT strategy, It’s Possible™
Data Integration in Real Life – A Success Story

A California County gave its police and criminal justice staff remote Web access to its mainframe-based criminal record system, combined with information residing in other platforms with pending arrest warrants and charges. Remote Web access resulted in:

- Improved processing of individuals through the criminal justice system
- Immediate, real-time access to criminal records
- Eliminated needless detention of citizens
- Reduced personnel and space required to accommodate backlog

The result:

What makes GT Software’s Data Integration Solution unique?

- Unifies all data dynamically, in real-time, with active bi-directional updates
- Ensures all data, enterprise wide, can work with any application or data from any other system
- Creates new opportunities for big data analysis, product improvements, and effective customer programs
- Simplest way to unify all your data with ‘Drag-and-Drop’ ease requiring no programming skills
- Easy to install with minimal or no training
- Integrates all assets, including the notoriously hard to integrate mainframe
- Low total cost of ownership (TCO)